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CHAPTER I 
REASONS FOR AND LTIHTATIONS OF THE PROBLEM: 
1. Purpose 
Need.- Nursing education is continually learning new trends and 
methods from gener~ education. . There is a keen interest n~ff in ways 
and means of assisting the student nurse to adjust to her school of 
nursing. Orientation programs of varying length are planned in most 
schools. In addition~ an active guidance and counseling program with a 
variet,y of co-curricular activities is an integral part of the school 
curriculum. All this has proved to be of tremendous value. There is 
one area of the student's experience~ however, which has had less time 
for evaluation and revision; the area of clinical experience. The 
hospital unit must continue to fu."lction 24 hours a day, 36.5 days a year. 
There is no clearly defined vacation time or "let up" when a clinical 
instructor and head nurse may revi~7 and revise the ward situation. 
Care of the patient must be maintained continually. This is 
undoubtedly the reason behind many student problems. In a basic three-
year program the majorit,r of the student's time is spent in several 
phases of this area. 
Problem.-- It is the author's intention to (1) indicate the need 
for further research and evaluation in this phase of the student's 
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education and (2) to point out the areas where the second year, third 
year and collegiate students differ in the number and ~e of problems 
involved. 
2. Justification 
Objective.-- The chief objective of nursing education is to prepare 
a student who, when she graduates will: 
"be able to give expert bedside care I'Thich includes observing 
and recognizing symptoms and conditions. She should understand the 
mental physical and social causes involved in the illness. She should 
be able to assist a physician in examining patients, giving treatments 
and making diagnostic tests. Both curative and preventive nursing 
procedures have been mastered. She should be able to check, record, 
receive and give reports connected with her nursing service."!/ 
If this objective is to be realized, those in charge of nursing 
education as well as those connected with nursing service, must give the 
student some assistance in her adjustment to this all important area. 
Present status.-- In most schools the student is more or less 
nprotected" during her pre-clinical period. Her classes in psychology-
help her in her personal adjustment to the school and dormitory environ-
ment. The nursing faculty assist her in adapting to her initial clinical 
experience on the hospital unit. 
Following this period the student is almost completely on her own 
as far as adjusting to new experiences and emergency situations is 
concerned. This means that after her first 20 to 24 week period, the 
student is left to herself and thus has the feeling that no one 
1/Alice B. Brethorst, Methods of Teaching in Schools of Nursing, 
W. B. Saunders Company, PhiladelPhia 1950, p:" 64. -
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particularly cares Whether she is happ,y or not as long as the work gets 
done. This leads directly to discouragement, frustation and short cuts. 
Tne student ~~11 thus lack the basic satisfaction and pride in her work 
which is essential to her happiness and well being. 
3. Limitations 
Free 1vriting.-- Ideally the t,ype of questionnaire used in this 
study should be made up of problems expressed by the "free 1vri ting" 
method. In this way the student would be able to express her problems 
in her own words. It vas t he .author's desire however,to use schools of 
different types: large city schools and small town schools, basic thrre 
year schools and collegiate schools, as well as privately operated and 
city operated schools. Because these schools are located in all the Ne1"T 
England states, it was impossible to personnally contact the stuients. 
In the pilot study given to two schools of nursing and four local 
facult,y members, the participants were encouraged to rewrite or add to 
the 140 problems stated. 
On the final questionnaire an area was added which asks the student 
to "please list any further clinical problems which you have encountered 
1/ 
that are not covered in this questionnaire."- Some students added 
points which will be covered in the analysis of the survey. 
Scope.-- From the survey only a limited generalization can be made. 
It must be remembered that this study was only done in the New England 
ysee Appendix II 
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area and was given only to those schools of nursing who volunteered to 
have their students participate. The schools are heterogenous in order 
to get as wide a variet,y of problems as possible, but there are 
undoubtedly some schools who did not participate because they realized 
how they might compare with others. 
Abilit,y to correct problems.-- The author does not wish to convey 
the impression that all the problems stated can be corrected. There are 
a large majorit,y that the school administration can do something about, 
but there are some that only the hospital administrator can assist in 
overcoming. Some areas involve particular individuals, but many of 
these problems could be recognized, admitted and the student be 
assisted in adjusting to them. 
CHAPTER II 
REL.l!. TED RESEARCH 
1. Significant Studies 
Available data.-- During the past 15 years much interest has been 
shmm in the problems of student nurses. Several studies have been done, 
but most of these are in the form of unpublished theses. 
The most common problem studied i s in the area of emotional and 
social adjustments. Many articles have been written in an attempt to 
assist both faculty and students to recognize the importance of these 
emotional factors and their pla.ce in a guidance progra.'ll. 
One of first intensive studies done on problems of student nurses 
was carried out in 1937 b.r Hilda Torrop at Columbia Universi~. An 
important conclusion that she reached is significant to this stuqy. 
"Adjustments to different personalities were more troublesome to 
1/ 
seniors than to freshmen."- Thus pointing out that interpersonal 
relationships are an important subject for further evaluation and 
study. 
A ve~ significant and extensive study done in 1943 was carried 
out b.r Alice E. Ingmire at ithe University of California School of 
Nursing. She found that the major needs of the students arranged 
1/Hilda M. Torrop, "Guidance Programs in Schools of Nursing11 
A.J.N. XXXIX (1939) 
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in order of frequency were: 
1. Problems having to do 1.rd th the ward situation including 
· personal relationships with patients, other nurses and doctors. 
2. Difficulties in studying material 1vhich must be learned 
in one situation and practiced in another. 
3. Limited s ocial activities. 
4. Problems created by residence living. 
5. Personality limitations. !f 
In connection with the ' first ~e of problem, as a result of her 
stuqy, Miss Ingmire concluded: 
11Student nurses have specific needs directly 2.ttributable 
to their vrork as student nurses aside from the needs and problems 
of y01.mg vromenJ of the same group in other occupations. These 
problems deserve recognition and consideration in their true 
perspectives if individuals affected by them are to become 
efficient in their work;, and if they are to find or cre8.te elements 
or aspects of their activity 1Nhich will be personally satisfying 
to themselves."£/ 
.Another well known research project was carried out by Luella 
Morison at Ohio State University.y It was her chief aim to develop 
a check list of problems as a counseling instrument for sttrlents in 
schools of nursing. This problem check list was adapted from the Ross 
L. Mooney, Problem Check List - College Form. This revised check list 
has been widely used and has proved to be of significant value. 
1/Alice E. Ingmire. "The Function of a Guidance Program" A.J .N. 
XLIII (1943). 
2/Ibid. 
'!/Luella J .. Morison, The Development of a Check List of Problems as a 
rrounseling Instrument-rGr StUdents in-scnools of~si:ng, Unpublisnea 
:Master's Thesis, Ohio State Universitj1945. -
The areas covered were: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Adjustment to Administration of Nursing Care 
Adjustment to Human Relationships in Nursing 
Adjustment to School of Nursing 
Courtship, sex and Marriage 
Curriculum and School Program 
Finances and Living Conditions 
Health and Physical Development 
Home and Fami]y 
Morals and Religion 
I 
Personal-Ps,rchological Relations 
Social and Recreational Activities 
Social-Psychological Relations 
13. The Future: Professional and Educational 
It is interesting to note that the most troublesome area to the 
majority of students is in the "Social and Recreational Activitiestt 
category. 
2. Conclusions 
7 
Need for further evaluation.-- In reviewing these studies and the 
many articles written on emotional adjustment the problems having to do 
vdth interpersonal relationships seem to predominate. Up to this time 
the author has been unable to find aqy studies or research done on 
problems encountered exclusively in the clinical area. Even though 
the Ingmire s t udy pointed out that the munber of ward problems >"laS 
8 
significant there seems to be no evidence of further research. 
CHAPTER III 
PILOT STUDY 
1. Selection of Schools 
Correspondence.- A letter was sent to the principals of 43 schools 
of nursing in the New England area. Each letter contained a statement 
of -the opjectives of the study, a self-addressed, stamped envelope and _ 
a blank asking (1) the number of students in the school, (2) the number 
of questionnaires needed, (3) the year of the participating sttments 
and a question as to whether the school cared to have an analysis of the 
1/ 
survey when completed.-
Out of the 43 schools contacted there were 33 responses. There ·was 
a total participating group of 25 school of nursing representing all the 
six N91;; England states. 
Table 1. Su.Tllll1ary of Correspondence by States 
States Letters Replies Participating Unable to 
Sent Schools articipate 
Connecticut 7 3 1 2 
Maine 6 5 5 ' 
Massachusetts 17 13 9 4 
New Hampshire 5 4 4 
Rhode Island 5 5 4 1 
Vermont 3 3 2 1 
Total 43 33 25 8 
l/See Appendix I 
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The reasons for those schools of nursing that replied Wut were 
not able to participate were as follows: 
1. School replied too late - - - - - ~ 2 
2. Students in specialized area- - - - - - - 2 
(Obstetrics, Pediatrics, etc.) 
3. Students participating in other studies - 2 
4. School in the process of closing- - - - - 1 
5. Not interested- - - - - - - - - - - - 1 
Participating schools.-- The follcwdng schools offered to partici-
pate in the survey and gave the author many helpful suggestions and much 
encouragement. 
Three Year Schools of Nursing: 
Beth Isr.ael Hospital School of Nursing, Boston, Massachusetts 
Boston Cit,y Hospital School of Nursing, Boston, Massachusetts 
Catherine Laboure School of Nursing, Dorchester, Massachusetts 
Central Maine General Hospital School of Nursing, Lewiston, tfuine 
Chelsea Memorial Hospital School of Nursing, Chelsea, Massachusetts 
Eastern Maine General Hospitai School of Nursing, Bangor, Maine 
Elliot Hospital School of Nursing, Manchester, New Hampshire 
Maine General Hospital School of Nursing, Portland, Maine 
1ff..ary Fletcher Memorial Hospital School of Nursing, Burlington, 
Vermont 
Mary Hitchcock Memorial Hospital School of Nursing, Hanover, 
New Hampshire · 
Massachusetts Memor ial Hospital School of Nursing, Boston, 
Massachusetts · 
Memorial Hospital School of NUrsing, Providence, Rhode Island 
Mercy Hospital School of Nursing, Portland, ~!Iaine 
Middlesex Hospital School of Nursing, ~,1iddlet01m,, Connecticut 
Nashua r·Jemorial Hospital School of Nursing, Nashua, New Hampshire 
New England Deaconess Hospital School of Nursing, Boston, 
Massachusetts 
Newport Hospital School of Nursing, Newport, Rhode Island 
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital School of Nursing, Boston, 
Massachusetts · 

12 
2. The Pilot Study 
Determination of items.-- A list of 140 problem items were 
obtained and categorized. The items >rere talcen from several different 
sources, but the majority of questions were taken from the author's 
past seven years experience working w.i th stl.rlent nurses as a clinical 
instructor. This list was supplemented with "feee writing" problems 
taken from an unpublished thesis. y Another . source used was the 
~v~o~m~-Morison Problem Check List~ Schools of Nursing.y After these 
items were compiled they vrere grouped into the following areas: 
1. Orientation and Administration 
2. Nursing Care 
3. Interpersonal Relationships 
4. Evaluation 
Administration.-- Two schools of nursing, one in Massachusetts 
and one in Rhode Island, volunteered to administer this first form 
to t heir students.2f The group was composed of 41 second-year students. 
It was the author's intention todelete from this first form those 
items that did not ap9ear to be significant, and to include any items 
1/Mary SchTiiitt, A Curricular Study of Psychological Problems Encountered 
qy Students in tne Basic PTofessionai Program in Nurs~g. School of 
Nursing, Ui'iiverist-.r of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania-;-(I948). 
2/Mooney-Morrison Problem Check List for Schools of Nursing, Ohio State 
'University, 1945. - - -
lfsee Appendix II 



"I do not thin.~ that some of the statements made could actually 
exist.n 
16 
11I wouldn't say this questionnaire was too wordy, as a matter of 
fact it asks the questions simply.n 
"Number J..40 is odd. 11 
11 I feel the questionnaire was all right but didn't cover somethir:g 
about vvhether students and head nurses had personali~ clashes and 
did we think that influenced our progress reports? In number 130 
you almost hit on it. 11 
11 I think the questionnaire was rather long and many of the questions 
didn •t pertain to me and my situation."· 
"It was short and concise. 11 
"Too long." 
"Question 140 seems to be a poor question because head nurses 
probably don't expect any more of a student than the instructor 
does." 
11Most questions seem negative." 
"Can a question be worded asking if anecdotal records are made 
out?" 
nit seems clear and what I like particularly was that you~ouped 
questions together pret~ generally, eg: those dealing with 
doctors, head nurses, etc. 11 
"How about a question asking if, in ward classes, the disease 
is stressed rather than nursing care?" 
"Question 20. Is she made to feel guilty." 
"Viby not use the term •clinical instructor' all the way through 
instead of 'supervisor'?" 
"Could a question be included regarding the attitude of the 
doctor in patient teaching? Does he do it? Does he request it 
be done?" 
"Are assignments heavier for students than for graduates, 
Question 24. 11 
11 Reword Question 42. 11 
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"VJhat about graduates making errors?" 
Revisions of the Pilot Studl•-- After the questionnaire and the 
comments were · carefully analyzed the following revisions were made in 
the new and present form. 
1. The word 11 superviso~was deleted and the term. "clinical 
instructor" used throughout. 
2. Questions added: 
No. 19. Ward classes stress disease rather than nursing care. 
No. 21. There is no chance to discuss ward problems during 
ward classes. 
No. 28. Assignments for students are heavier than graduates 
who are on for the same length of time. 
No. 53. Doctors do not reinforce patient teaching. 
No.lC6. Doctor doesn't take time to answer patient's questions. 
No. 108. Doctors do not cooperate in pati ent teaching. 
No.l3S. Anecdotal records are not kept by the head nurse to 
support her evaluation. 
No . :141. Comments on progress report often based on one 
incident. 
No.l~-3. No chance to discuss progress reports with any one. 
1~o .l46. There is no "follow up" on progress reports. 
3. Questions reworded: 
No. 22. 
No. 45. 
Originally: SometiJnes feel guilty a.bout leaving ••• 
To: .~ made to £eel guilt,r •••• 
Originally: Hard to remain loyal when it seems problems 
could be remedied. 
To: Many problems could be remedied but aren't. 
No. 68 
No. 92 
Originally: Do not lmow who is supposed to supervise 
me on a procedure. 
To: Do not knOV'r ·who is supposed to supervise me on 
a procedure after the preclinical period is 
completed. 
Originally: Head nurses do not know what to expect 
of us. 
To: Graduate nurses do not know what to expect of us. 
4. Opportuni~ given for listing any further clinical problems 
that were not covered in the questionnaire. 
5. Opportunity given to state whether the student felt there 
was any one basic cause for their problems. 
6~ Since the Problem Check List stresses negative areas an 
opportunity was given for the student to list the strengths 
of her particular school of nursing. 
18 
Conclusion.- There is no doubt tha.t by doing this pilot study the 
author received many good suggestions for the improvement of the 
or i ginal questionnaire. The revision is more valid because of it. 
c:t1A.PT"1m rv 
PROCEDURE 
1. Collecting the Data 
Response.-- The revised Clinical Problem Check List was sent to 
23 schools of -nursing who had previously offered to participate. The 
two schools used in the pilot study were not included in Lhis second 
group. 
A total of 831 questionnaires that had been requested were mailed. 
There were 639 questionnaires returned. The reason for this discrepancy 
was probably due to the fact that the author did not clearly specify 
that these questionnaires were to be filled out durin·g a class period. 
Some D1structors allowed the students to take them to their roams; 
many of these were not returned. Although all schools returned 
questionnaires, there were 192 not sent back. 
Follow-up.- It was necessary to send follov'r-up letters to six 
schools who, due to their heavy schedules, had not administered and 
returned the data. In each case the reply was both prompt and 
apologetic. 
2. Tabulating the Data 
Significant problems.-- As the questionnaires were returned each 
school vras given a number to be used as a guide in tabulation. The 
-19-















":Makes me aware of the problems I do not face and makes me 
grateful for this." 
35 
"I don •t really know. If something i s done about these 
problems it would be of value but if they are ignored after these 
are read then this paper is of no value." 
11Makes me rea~ize other students have problems similar to 
ours. 11 
"Problems are very realistic and should be brought out to 
graduates and. other hospital staff. 11 
"It is hard to say whether we 1•rill benefit by it in any 
other form than in relieving menta.l attitudes by expressing them 
on paper." 
"It has given me a chance to get rrry feelings off rrry mind ~ u 
11Yes, for I feel I have told some one how I feel about 
these phases of nursing." 
"Happy to see that someone is interested in stuient problems • 11 
Negative: 
"No, because nothing will be done about thi.•1gs that make it 
hard for a student." 
11No, because I do not think it is any solution to problems 
because nothing will be done. 11 
"No, nothing is .ever done about the feelings and opinions 
of a student nurse anyway." 
"Not particularly because I feel that it is useless unless 
certain problems are corrected." 
"No, the necessary changes 1v:ill not be made. 11 
"No, because no aprarent changes will be made to help us. 11 
11 I don 1t imagine there is much value in that nothing in the 
line of improvement of these problems situations will result." 
It is not so much the fact that some students included negative 
remarks that surprised the author, but, the sound of defeat and hope-
lessness. TI1is is something that se ems to be characteristic of student 
8"<>.ton Un~l'ty 
~col of Educatl<m. 
Ubf'arv ..---
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nurses particularly as they start their senior year. Any school of 
nurs:ing that can successfully combat this attitude in students has already 
overcome one of the graves senior problems; that of a lovr morale . 
Further problems.-- Another question the students vrere asked to 
answer Yras to please state any ft:trther problems tha t were not covered in 
the questionnaire. There was an overwhelming response to this. All 
of the following problems ·were stated in defferent ways many times. 
"Left alone ·without adequate report. 11 
11Seniority plays a large part in discontent between personnel 
and students." 
""lJ'Jhy don't collegiate students work as hard as the three year 
sttnents? Are they any better? A nurse is a ntiTse no matter 
what type of program exists. 11 
"The desire for Senior Experience. 11 
"There shouJ.d be time for conferences with the entire ward 
team at least once a week on wa.rd time. This would create better 
feeling a1!long the staff. 11 
"Inadequate help on the 3-11 p.m. shift." 
"Leaving a busy floor in charge of one student while everyone 
else goes to coffee." 
11How to care for a dying patient who knov<rs she is dying. 11 
"The student nurse is not given credit for what she has done 
while on the wards. It seems that she should know how to do her 
duties and that nothing more is said about it. She is just a 
'student' but doesn 1t seem to be recognized as such." 
11A supervisor asks you about a misunderstanding and then 
refuses to listen. 11 
"Working nights and having classes at one or two o'clock 
in the afternoon. 11 
"Reprimanded j_n front of other students and graduates. II 
"Probationary students are expected to do all the 1dirty 
work 1 • 11 
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"Responsibility is pushed on to us without any forewarning. 11 
"Equipment not put back in the correct place." 
"How about a 40 hour week with tlvo d<ws off?" 
11Uasted time looking for medicine cards." 
HLack of understanding between hospital administra.tion and 
the school of nursing." 
11We are not expected to think for ourselves. 11 
ttNo accident or emergency experience." 
"Head nurses are over-worked.. No time for any interest in 
the students. 11 
11 Speed seems to be more important than good nursing care." 
"Graduates' time requests f illed before students." 
"Always told what is wrong: never what is right. 11 
"'Sup:!=Jlying' on a new floor knowing nothing about it. 11 
11Students are supposed to be there to learn. They do a lot 
more working than learning." 
11We are expected to knovr everything when we go on the wards. " 
11 Instructors feel their method of organization is the. only one 
good one and every stu:lent should use that system without variation." 
11Clinical instructors are so picayune. More interested in 
bed alignment than how the patient feels." 
Cause of the problems.-- As the students completed the previous 
question they •~re then asked to list any possible cause for the 
problems that they had either noted in the questionnaire or stated in 
the previous question. There was not as good a response to this as had 
been noted i n the previous questions. :Many students left this area blank. 
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In analyzing the responses to this question ihe answers ever varied . It 
vras impossible to separate them ac c: ording to ;frequency due t o the 
number of ways these causes were expressed. The one outstanding f actor 
mentioned by nearly 100 percent of the group was that of "not enough 
help. 11 Tlus vra.s a universal feeling from all the hospitals represented. 
Other causes mentioned many times are listed below: 
"Good work taken for granted." 
"Lack of understanding." 
"Trying to f ind the easiest way out .. " 
"Nurses and doctors understand patients but not each other." 
"Work load is just automatically pushed on to students." 
"Lack of orga..Dization. 11 
"Feeling of superiority unca.lled for. 11 
"We have so much to do and so little time to do it in, vre 
are criticized if we do not get everything done. I feel that 1re 
do not give good nursing care." 
"Poor conmmnications .. 11 
llfoor organization." 
"Poor use of auxiliary help . 11 
"Too many 'chiefs' and not enough 'indians'. rt 
S. Instructor's Comments 
Need f or improvement.-- On a short questionnaire accompanying the 
Clinical Problem Check List each instructor administering this check list 
to her students was asked to answer a fevr questions pertaining to her 
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school. These questions were mainly based on the vmrd teaching program 
existing in each school. One question, hmv-ever, is worth noting in 
this paper. 
Each instructor was asked to state whether, in her cwm opinion, 
there was a need for a unit in the ward teaching program to assist the 
student in her adjustment to the clinical area . Of the total group of 
23 schools So percent felt a definite need for this. The other SO 
percent either already had such a program or felt that it was covered in 
another areB .• 
Student attitude.- The instructor was asked to write a short 
paragraph on the general attitude of the stuients vrhile they were 
filling out this questionnaire. Some of the comments were as follovm : 
"Cooperative once they nnders t ood th;::.t the questionnaire 
would not be reviewed by their instructors. Interested in knovnng 
what would be done with the findings. Thought there vrere some 
very good questions included that really spelled out some of the 
student problems." 
"Student attitudes toward questionnaires were varied. Some 
were serious, other more CC1.refree about it.. All1<ere willing 
to participate and took pains in answering .. 11 
11 The general a ttitude of the students while filling out 
this questionnaire· seemed to be one of indifference. They doubted 
that it would be read by people who could do something to ·change 
the conditions." 
"Students quiet. Some laughter but at specific ouestions 
only. One student said 1At last I can circle one 1 • Cautioned 
to be quiet. T-;JO students talked to each other pointing out 
certain questions .. 
Attitude toward questionnaire good. Filled out seriously 
although some questions seemed to be amusing. 11 
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nsome of the students seemed resentful a.t first to do 'just 
one more thing r but all were serious about doing it. :.'Jhen they 
realized the purpose of it and got into it they reported, after 
they had completed it, 'it ,;vas fun - we w·ere giggling.' The 
following were some of the comments made by the students: 
'You could put three X1s after some of the items.• 
1It hi t home . t 
'You think that the problems are just your own but this made 
me feel others had the same problems.' 
'It seemed like a. good way to expres ::J some of our gripes.' 
'It made us feel that some one is interested in our problems. ' 
tThe one about the Doctor's handwriting could be stared at 
three times. ' 
'It was different and seemed almost like a game.'" 
11 'l'he students accepted the task of filling out the questionnaire 
seriously and vri th good feeling. Some s tudm ts appeared a bit tense 
even though they realized that this was not an examination." 
"• •• Apparently, after beginning the check list the group 
considered this a serious matter and gave their full attention." 
"Students enjoyed filling this out. There were no sp3 cial 
cormnents. " 
111!fe felt that the students would accept this best on a 
voluntc:.ry basis. They were given out at a class meeting. The 
students asked to t ake them w'ith them to their rooms to fill out 
later. This was done. HOV"rever, manystudents never returned 
them, I regret to say." 
It seems that a general comment could be made here. It would 
a:p~ear that the students ar e interested and eager to have a part in the 
solving of some of these problem areas. Perhaps this is something that 
each school can d o when they receive the summary of their questionnaire 
and its comparison t o other schools. 
6. Tabulation Concluded 
Tabulating all the data obtained from both student and f aculty 
members proved to be a very interesting experience. Even though the 
author's m7n school of nursing was not included it certainly has been 
Yr1ost enlightening .. 
If, with just the available data that has been tabulated, each 
school covJ.d 'V'rork on sane of the significant problems stated, perhaps 
it would be a first step toward rectifying them.. Thus there Ymuld be 
a happier and more satisfied student nurse group. 
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CHli.Pl'ER V 
AJ.'\jALYSIS OF Dl\ TA OBTAINED 
1. The Five Most Significant Problems 
-~alysis of item one.-- In analyzing the five most vital problems 
for these three groups the author feels tha.t basically the other signi-
ficant problems tie in closly. 
Item Number 1. Doctor's ·writing not readable. 
Percent of total group who circled 
the item. 
Percent of total group who f ound 
the item pressing. 
Total 
43.1 
41.0 
84.1 
At first glance it seems quite incredible that this item should 
be a t t he top of the list • . 'I'he first thought that comes to mind is 
that the student has very little to do with whether or not the doctor ' s 
~~iting is readable because it is nor usually the sttrlent who is 
responsible for t.he transferring of orders. This then should make the 
j_tem invalid. On further analyzing this point however; there a.re many 
ways that this could be, and obviously is, of real concern to the student. 
Comprehensive or total nursmg care is stressed continually. How, 
if the student is unable to read the doctor' s progress notes, can she 
rea~~ kn~N her patient . The student must be able to interpret laborato~ 
reports and diagnostic tests; s1e should knaN why a consultation is 
ordered and what the consultants evaluation means in terms of nursing 
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care.. Fran the legal point of view "the nurse is obligated to understand 
the order completely and not to assume that she lmow <Yhat is meant.~~"};/ 
Another very important c-,rea where the doctor's writing is vi tal from 
the nursing care standpoint is the record of the pa tient ' s progress 
and treat.ment in the operating room. The course of the patient through 
an operation with the post-operative orders play a large part in the 
ability of the student to give intelligent nursing care. 
Another situation where this problem maybe apparent to the student 
is in the preparation of her nurs~n g care studies. It is difficult 
even under the best conditions, for a student to get material from a 
patient's re cord_, analyze it and apply it to the nursing sitllil.tion, 
without having to decipher the careless handvvri ting of several different 
doctors . Perhaps if this item were brought to the attention of ~~e med-
ical profession they, who already expect so much from the nurse, could 
make a valuable contribution toward making it easier to care for their 
patients. 
Analysis of i tern two.-- Unable to practice v'rhat I consider good 
nursing care due to l ack of time. 
Percent of total group who circled 
the item. 25.0 
Percent of total group who foltnd 
the item pressing. 56.0 
Total 81.0 
1/Jean Barrett, Ward Management and Teaching, Appleton-Century-Crofts, 
Incorporated, Nevr York, 1949, pp. 145 
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It is certainly no surprise that this item is of such grave concern 
to the student nurse. To have the item noted by 81.0 percent of the 
entire group of 639 participants is very significant, but even more 
important is the fact that 56.0 percent of the total group felt this to 
be a ve~ pressing problem. 
Nursing education has recognized this i tern as a major problem for 
a number of years. It is a problem not only from the point of view of 
the sutdent's adjus~~ent to the clinical area, but it also relates to 
all other personnel on the unit. Because of the tremendous rise in 
hospital costs as well as in the cost of living, hospital administrators 
have found personnel t o be one of the~r chief concerns. 
In an effort to keep the graduate staff as si:Cl. ble as possible many 
hospitals have had to give more and more evening and night du~ to the 
student nurse. The National League for Nursing is ve~ much aware of 
this and is attempting to standardize the amount of time a student 
should spend on tJ1ese services. Even though the hospi tB.l stay per 
patient is much less than it was 10 years ago the patients are now 
having much more extensive surge~ and more complicated treatments. 
Tl1e student is expected to keep up with all this plus knowing all about 
nmv drugs and new types of therapy. The daily patient load per stu:ient 
is such that the student feels continually pushed and under tension 
until her assi ,~nment is complete. 
As stated in item ll, the continual interruptions while giving 
nursing care contributes greatly to ~~e tension that the student is 
already under. Continually be:ing asked to ansvrer lights or do errands 
l eads to f rustration and anxiety. It should be mentioned here that many 
hospi tals have done much to relieve this situation in comparison to 
what it was, by the employment of >'Vard secretaries and ward helpers. 
In comparing the three groups of stu:lents on this item it is 
interes ting to note that only 82.0 percent of all the second year 
students noted this as a problem area while 88.2 percent of the t hird 
year students were con.cerned about it. This indicates that as the student 
progresses inexperience and responsibility her work seems more and 
more frustrating to her. Only 64.0 percent of the collegiate stu:lents 
noted this area, indicating that since their assignments are more 
selective and their supervision more regulated, they do not go through 
as much anxiety as the three year stu:lent does. 
It is a well knovm fact that j ob satisfaction is absolutely 
essential for the well adjusted individual. This i tern would most 
certainly point out that three fourths of this student group l ack, to a 
greater or lesser degree, satisfaction in their work. Is it any wonder 
then, that this frustration shows up in 'griping sessions' and a lowered 
morale as the student progresses through her professional educ ation. 
Jl..nalysis of i tern three.- As si gnmen ts for students are heavj_ er than 
:for graduates vrho are on for the sa.-1 e length of time. 
Percent of total group who circled 
the item. 
Percent of total group who found 
the item pressing. 
Total 
36.6 
2h.8 
61.4 
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Many students of all classes felt strongly on this poj_nt. It is 
quite possible that this is true though from the standpoint of the head 
nurse there is often an explanation for it. In making out the assignment 
the head nurse frequently assigns the sickest patient to the gradua.te 
nurse. On many occasions in the author's experience it has been noted 
by a student that "I have five patients but :Miss Jones has only three. 11 
On invesM.gation it is seen that two of ~iss ,Jones 1 are nevv post-
operative pati ents and require a great deal more nursing ca.re, while 
the student may have two bed patients and three ambulatory.patients. 
Students frequently overlook this f act. 
In the afternoon assignment the students coming on duty may well 
have a l ar ger assignment than t he graduate who is going off a t five 
o'clock. This is usually done to give the graduate a chance to complete 
her day's charting before going home . 
It must be mentioned of course, that there are a fe\\T cases where 
the graduates' assignment is lighter simply due to poor planning, but 
the author doubts that this is, as a general rule , intentionally. 
Analysis of i tern four.-- Do no t see progress reports until I ha.ve 
left the floor. 
Percent of total group who circled 
the item. 40.3 
Percent of total group who f ound 
the item pressing. 19.2 
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The problem of progress reports is a major one in most schools 
of nursing. liThe sole purpose of any evaluation record is. to help 
1/ 
students by analyzing their achievements from d ay to day. 11- It is the 
author's opinion that this item as well as all others checked relating 
to progress reports are completely justified. 
From the head nurses' point of viev'T this problem is an ever present 
one. Frequently the head nurse feels that she does not know her 
students well enough to give a fair appraisal of their work. Some schools 
require an evaluation every month providing the student was on a unit 
for 15 consecutive days. With the 40 hour vreek the stuient has tivo days 
off arri the head nurse also has two days off. Out of a ti'V"O week period 
this leaves a possible six days V\nen the stu:lent and head nurse could 
work together. In many s dlools however, the student may be working 
3-11 p.m. two or more days out of the six days. This leaves very little 
time for the head nurse to really ge t to know and understand the stu:lents 
• 
that are working vri th her. 
Not only is it difficult f or the head nurse to lmow her student, 
but it is almost i mpossible to find time for a mid-period conference. 
It is qttite understandable that this is distressing and upsetting to 
the student. To be informed at the end of her experience on a particular 
unit that her work has been unsatisfactory vril l only contribute to her 
f eeling of frustration. Most students realize that progress reports, 
1/Deborah M. Jensen, Clinical Instruction and Its Integration in the 
Curriculum, C. v. Mosby Company, St. Lotus, 1952, pp. 212. 
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or a summary of the progress reports, are entered on her r:ermanent 
record* To have several poor reports ~vi th no opportunity to know 
about them before they are written, seems unfair. In some cases, as 
noted in the t abulati on, the student does not see her report f or 1nonths 
after s he has left the unit . This most commonly occurs when the student 
goes directly from that unit to another school for affiliating experience . 
Analysis of item five.-- Comments on progress reports often based 
on one incident. 
Percent of total group who circled 
the item. 32. 8 
Percent of total group who found 
the item pressing. 22.3 
55.1 
1his item relates to the one above. It seems that it is human 
nature toiBmember errors of others and not all the accomplishments . 
Perhaps one solution to the problem wo1lid be for the clinical instructor 
to insist that the head nurse keep anecdotal records. Unfortunately 
few of them do. Even by using t his method it is hard to remember to 
write dovm the good things that the student does. 
A student vmo may mal<:e a careless error once should certainly not 
be 'excused ' f or the error, but neither should she be l abeled as a 
' Careless Student' for the remainder of her exper ience on that particular 
tmit. 
This item also seems to apply in a negative sense. A student 1~0 
doe s a poor job on one day is remembered; however if she does a particularly 
outsta..'1ding thing this is merely taken for granted . This is particularly 
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true in emergency situations. If she is able to rise to the emergency, 
this is eXPected; if she is not, this remembered and may color the 
progress report vvri tten by that particular head nurse. 
Ideally, for a completely f air evaluation both the head ntiTse and 
the clinical instructor should keep,daily anecdotal records of the 
students' strengths and Y{ealmesses. The report should then be a 
composi t of these c:.s well as the other members of the nursing team. 
contributing their opinions and ideas. .An occassional self-evaluation 
by the student will contribute to the student 's insight into her own 
progress. A conference regarding the report should be held with the 
nead nurse, clinical instructor and the stu:lent . All comments should 
be substantiated vrlth fact. 
'These five problems certa;nly make up a major part of the students 
nttrsing life. If any thing can be done ~ an individual school of 
nursing or hospital administration to correct -or alleviate these five 
aspects, much will have been aC80mplished toward bringing greater 
sat isfaction in the practice of the art of nursing to the student. 
2. Other Significe.nt Problem Areas 
Nursing service and nursing education.- Much has been said in 
nursing education literature regarding the continual controversy be~veen 
nursing education and nursing service. This should not, and need not 
be. All those connected in any way with nursing Yrlll certainly admit 
that the nurse 1s first responsibility is to her patient. T.:'lis is also 
true of nursing service. They too, are there to care for the patient. 
The chief responsibilit,r of the school of nursing is, of course, the 
education of the student. A ·well-educated, well-adjusted and happy 
student is going to give better care to her patients. Is it not true, 
therefore, that if service and education Ymuld work together much of 
the tension and controversy could and would be eliminat ed? 
Many of the other areas checked by the student seem to indicate 
the student's conflict between educa.tion and service. Such items 
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as 'Not given time to make rounds with the doctor; ' 10ff duty time not 
scheduled a week ahead;' 1II'lade to feel guilty about le aving my 
assign,"ll.ent unfinished to get to conf erences at which attendance is 
required;' and 'No one seems to care if I am late getting off duty;' 
all seem to demons t rate that if there were a greater understanding 
between the hospital and the school of nursing many of these areas 
might be markedly alleviated. 
The classroom and the hospital unit.-- Another area where some of 
t he major problems are centered i s the realm of the theory taught in 
the classroom and the abili~J to car~ this over to the practical aspects 
of nursing service. T'ne student may be taught that she must aJ:vrays use 
125 degree water to fill a hot wat er bottle. She practices this under 
supervision in the classroom and demonstrates that she kn~Ns the procedure. 
Over in the hospital she may be called upon to do this procedure but 
finds no therm.ometer. This is a minor example, but a short cut is te.ken 
and here can be the beginning of much more serious short cuts. 
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Not only may short cuts develop, but conf licts arise between what 
the student is taught and how it can be applied. She begins to feel 
that her classyrork is not really significant. Every student automatically 
teaches the next student entering the school the follovring year. This 
attitude of "you have to do it reight until you are 'capped' but then 
nobody cares", is a real challenge to any clinical instructor. 
Orientation.- Many schools have made grea t progress in this area. 
There are well organized programs f or ·me entering student and many of these 
are ca.rried through to include the clinical area. Affiliating schools 
have taken a keen interest in assisting the student ' s adjustment to her 
nevv surroundings. 
Clinical instructors in most schools have developed orientation 
and reorientation progra.11s for medical and surgical experience. The 
greatest need in this area is not as much vii th the student as it is 
vd th the other hospital persom1el. New graduate nurses need to be 
oriented to hospital policy a11d procedures as well as the unit on 
which she is working . Auxiliary personnel should be introduced and 
oriented to the nursing team as well . 
Clearly def ined duties of each member of the nursing team need to 
be clearly stated. The restlits of the questionnaire demonstrated that 
there is either confusion about duties or an overlapping of responsibili-
ties. 
Professional personnel.-- A large ntimber of problems seem to center 
sronnd the student's relationship with her professional co- rorkers. Here 
8 '1'-"'ton Un~f~ 
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it is important to understand the natural conflict that the student is 
urrler going. 
"The student is expected to see the supervisor or head 
nurse in the role of a teacher of nursing care. m1enever tha t 
person has succeeded in finding tj_me to function as such. On 
t he other hand, it is that same person who under present 
conditions must occa.ss ional ly ask the student to perform t asks 
of no learning whatever. It is n ot surprising t hat the immature 
student may .find it difficult. "Y 
In most cases the clinical instructor i s much closer to the student as 
f ar as t e aching on the unit is conc erned . Usually she has no adminis tra-
t ive r es9onsibili ties on the unit and is there solely to assist the 
student in her adjustment and nursing care. 
Here the cli nical instructor can d o much to help the s t udent 
apprecia te the dual positions of the head nurse and the doctor. A 
student might wel l fe el that the hospital personnel he.s no int erest in 
her problems and, a s the questionnaire points out, the student is there 
for service only. It is the rare hea d nurse or doctor who would feel 
this vray. The student needs to be made avrare of their problems e s "\rell 
a s t.11eir becoming aware of hers. Each has a responsibility to the other 
members of the medical team. 
1/Gordon, Densford and Williamson, Counseling in Schools of Nur s ing, 
McGr aw- Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1947, pp. 26. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMM:Et1D.4.TIONS 
1.. S 1.llill11ary 
Review of objectives.-- Before attempting to analyze the data 
obtained it is important to review what objectives and behaviors the 
student should be exposed to in the clinical area. TI1e objectives of 
the student's clinical experience are: 
"1. To supplement, to _:integrate, and to vitalize classroom 
instruction. 
2. To aid the student to make correct applications of 
scientific principles basic to the particular nursing 
activities. 
3. To enable the student to gain a real understanding of 
individual differences and subtle variations of cas e 
circumstance, to t a.ctfully respond and a djust to them, 
ada:9ting nursing procedures and treatment without 
violat ion of basic principles. 
4. To i nspire the student to self-developrnent.ny 
In analyzing ~he data these objectives must be considered. Is t he 
clinic al teaching program doing all it can to achieve these objectives? 
Pilot study.- A check list of lL~O items made up and administered 
to 76 second year students in t wo schools of nursing.. The participants 
were asked to make suggestions and reconnnendations with the purpose of 
i mproving and r evising the questionnaire. 
1/-A...rrry F. Bro·wn, Clinical Instruction, 1N. B. Saunders Company, 
Philadelphia, 1950, PP• 26 •. 
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These were collected, tabulated and analyzed. Ten more i terns ~~rere 
added to the list and several i terns vrere reworded. The purpose of this 
preliminary list was to obtain a student reaction with the intention of 
improving the validit-.r. In the author's opinion this purpose wa s 
achieved. 
Revised check list.- The revised Clinical Problem Check List >Yas 
achninistered to 639 second year, t hird year and collegiate students. The 
participating schools were all located in the New England area . Several 
different types of schools were represented. · 
The tabulation of the data was first done according to problems 
most connnonly noted by the entire student group. The item at t he top 
of this list was 11Doctor ts 1'Tri ting not readable • II There were 43.1 
percent of the total group who circled the problem and 41.0 percent 
who found this item to be a pressing one. This gives a total of 
84.1 percent 1ifno noted the item. 
Tabulation was then done according to classes. The chief item 
noted by the second and third y ear students was 11 Unable to practice 
what I consider good nursing care due to lack of time .. n This ,,IIJ'as 
noted by 81.9 percent of t he second year stlrlents •vith 62 .. 2 percent 
considering it a pressing problem. There were 88.2 percent of the 
tlnrd year students noting this item uvith 59.2 considering it a pressing 
problem. 
ss 
The collegiate students ranked "Doctor's hand·wri ting not readable 
at the tope of t heir list. The re were 92.3 p3rcent who noted t his item 
v\ri th 3). 9 percent considering it pressing. 
Analysis.-- The analysis of the Clinical Problem Check List points 
out severa~ very tmportant factors. (1) Credit should be given to t he 
students for their keen desire to do Yrhat they know is right as vvell as 
what is expected of them. The shortage of rersonnel and resulting lack 
of time is not essentially the student's problem. (2) There is a very 
obvious need for an interpreta.tion of the objectives and pur poses of the 
school of nursing to other members of the hospital group. (3) A need 
on the part of the nursing school to help the student understand her 
function in the health teaTll. The students of today need to be given 
an underst~nding of the responsibility to the hospital and the co~munity 
as well as to the pa tient. They must feel needed as :individuals, not as 
just another person. 
2. Conclusions 
Validity.-- No clear cut and specific conclusion CB.n be dra·wn 
regarding the validit'IJ of this questionnaire. A large s ampling of 
different areas made it necessary to have very generalized questions. 
It is quite possible that an individual checking the items read them 
someYrhat differently than the author intended. The pilot study did, 
to a certain extent, do away with some am bi gui ty, but all individuals 
Tlill relate each i tern to their own experie nce. 
It would be a real challenge to, through well established 
statistical methods, attempt to revise and validate this check list 
so that it might be of real use to many schools of nursing. 
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Scope.-- The areas of clinical problems covered vras vast. 'I'he 
reason for this was that the main issue wa.s to discover in ·what area the 
student encountered her major difficulty. 
Now it has been clearly established that the overwhelming problem 
as far as nursing care is concerned is that the student feels she does 
not have adequate time to practice good nursing care. This area alone 
could be one for further research and evaluation. 
Contributj_ng factors.- Ac cording to the tabulation of all three 
groups of students the docter 1s ·;fiandvvriting headed the list; ho-rrever 
this was mnnber one only with the collegiate group. The chief problem 
concerning nursing ca.re vms one which the author feels certa; nly 
should tcl(e precedence over all others. The student felt she was 
unable to practice what she considers to b8 good nursing care due to l ack 
of time. ~~ does this nesd to be? 
In the analysis of this problem several reafJ Ons \'lere mentioned, 
but there are other contributing factors. During the pre-clinical 
period the student is taught in the nursing laboratory where everything 
is as near ideal as possible. When she is faced -..nth a real patient on 
the unit she may not be prepared to adjust her .procedure to this new 
situation. 
The head nurse is glad to help all she can in this initial period, 
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but she f requently is u..'Ylinformed regarding what the student has been 
taught. 
Consistent improvement~- Tremendous improvement ha s occurred in 
the areas of understanding ben~een school and hospital. Inter-communication 
has most certainly strengthened this rel ationsh:j_p.. MEmy hospitals are 
doing studies to make their organization more efficient and effective .. 
Perhaps the mistake has been the ve~ natural eff ort on the part 
of both school and hospital to cover up their shortcomings . If the 
students, who find these things out for themselves soon enough, were 
made to realize that we are aware of these things and trying to ii'llprove 
on them, would it not be a great help tm~ard the bettering of the 
student 's morale? Cottid she not have an active part i n maki ng suggestions 
and improvements? Thi s could be partiall y done by having student s 
participate more actively in school and hospital cornrni ttee work . 
3. Recommendations 
Guidance program.- There are many schools that now heve a well-
balanced and functioning guidance program. The purpose of this program 
1/ 
should be to "aid the individaul to become i ncreasingly self-directive."-
During the pre-clinical period all faculty members are aware of this and 
in most cases the program functions well. 
If a greater effort could be made qy the guidance directors, facu lt,r 
and hospital personnel to make this program as active for the older 
1/Glenn .D . Smith, Pr inciples and Practices of the Guidance Program, 
"The Mac1Iillan Company, New YOrk, 1953, pp.88. 
student as it is for the pre-clmnical student; the student wuuld 
feel that she is still important as an individual. 
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Pre-cbnical period.- Nursing education is nO'.'T trying to stress the 
use of judgement on the part of the student. If, even during the pre-
clinical period, nursing ai tuations could be set up in t..he laboratory 
situation that are more realistic the student could start developing 
this judgement as soon as she enters the school. 
She would thus be introduced to some of the ward problems before 
she is given ward responsibility. 
ward teaching program.-- Of a~l the programs in a school of ntiTsing 
the ward teaching program c an do the most to help the clinical student. 
The usual stress in the vorard teaching area is on nursing ce.re and this 
is as it should be. The author recommends hOi'wver, that at least one 
day a week be set aside for related problems .. 
The Clinical Problem Check List pointed out that many students 
were surprised that "some one was avrare qf these problems. n If, by 
using the principles of group guidance, the students had a chance to 
express these feelings and p:- oblems, they would know that someone knew 
and understood their problems and was trying to do s cne thing about 
them. 
As -,~ra.s pointed out at the out set of this paper, many problems 
cannot be obliterated, but if the students realized that their problems 
are not unique and are considered important this will surely help the 
student ·ro meet these problems. 
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Committee work.-- It is the author 's final recommendation that a 
comnittee be formed of representatives of the he ad nurse group, faculty 
and students to discuss these problems and 11rork on them together. For 
exa.,'Itple, if 2. student f ully understood the he ad nurses 1 difficulties in 
making out the weekl y time she could much more easily appr eciate the 
reasons why students are given the time they are. 
If a student was avrare of the head nurses' multiple duties she 
would be more tolerant of the "head nurses' l ack of ward teaching. 11 
On the other hand, if the gradua te staff recognized the students 
enthusiasm to 1.-earn they might have a greater interest in teaching. 
School 's responsibility.-- Nmv that the chief problems of student 
nurses; second year, third year and collegiate s tu:ients, have been 
defined each school has a respons i bility in trying to alleviate or 
adj ust to them. 
It is our purpose to graduate not only a well-educat ed and 
effective nurse, but also a responsible citizen. Since the student, 
during her professional education is a part of the hospital communi~, 
she mus t feel that she ahs an acitve and necessarypart in the main-
taining and developing of that connnuni ty. Let us recognize this student 
as a contributing member of socie~ and give her an opportunity to 
express her ideas and feelings and thus gr ow each year in her 
professional adjustment. 
APPE}IDICES 
Dear Madam: 
In partial fulfillment of the requirements for the master of 
education degree at Boston University, I am writing a thesis on the 
values of a continuous unit in the ward teaching program to aid in 
the student's adjustment to the clinical unit .. 
The method to be employed will be a completely anonymous 
questionnaire to determine what specific areas need revision. A 
practical clinical teaching program will be set up on the basis of 
this inventory. 
I am vvriting to ask 1Vhether it would be possible to have your 
students, or those s tudents who are affiliating with your school, 
participate in this project? It is my intention to base this study 
on first, second and third year students but I realize how difficult 
it would be to administer this questionnaire to the entire student 
body. Any one class, or representatives of all classes, would be 
most appreciated. 
This study will be done on schools located in the New England 
area but no specific school, student or faculty member will be 
mentioned. 
If you are ·willing to have your students participate would 
you kindly fill out the enclosed .blank and return it at your 
convenience. 
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Any suggestions that you vrould care to make concerning the 
particular areas that you feel should be included vall be most 
gratefully received8 
Yours truly, 
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1. Please send me (number ) questionnaires. 
----
2. There are approximately students in the school . 
---
The students participating will have 
three months 
clinical experience for 
eighteen months 
-----six months 
t welve months 
---two years 
----~·have compl eted the 
clinical experience 
4. I would like a brief sununary of the findings of this study when 
when it is completed. Yes No 
Signed: 
-------------------------
1. Please send me (number ) questionnaires. 
- --
2. There are approximately 
-----
3. The students participating are 
first year 
----second year 
third year 
---
students enrolled in the school. 
affiliating students 
---collegiate students 
some f rom all classes 
- --
4. I would like a brief sununary of the findings of this study 
when it is completed. Yes No 
Signed: 
-----------------------------
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CLINICAL PROBLEM 
CHECK LIST 
This is not a test. There are no right or wrong answers. This 
is a list of problems sometimes encountered by student nurses. As you 
recognize an item which has been of concern to you, please circle the 
number. After you have been through the entire list, read over those 
items you have circled and place ~! beside those which you consider 
to be the ~ pressing. 
Example: 1. Unable to get off duty on time. 
2. Hesita te to meet a nffiv patient. 
Please fill in the folloVJing information. 
1 • . School of Nursing 
----------------------·----------------------
2. Education or business experi'ence before nursing 
~---------------
3. Age at last birthday 
------------------------------------------
h. Number of months completed in School of Nursing .:......_ _____ _ 
5. Date on 'mich you fill out this check list 
----------------------
Thank you so much for your cooper:.3.tion. 
Note: The tenn "supervisor" and 11 clinic~l instructor" are used 
synonymously 
1. Had no orientation to a new unit. 
2. There is seldom time for a tour of a nmv unit. 
3. Not introduced to other personnel on a. new unit. 
4. Duties of maids and aides not mC~.de clear .. 
5. Have never been introduced to the hospital administrator. 
6. Inadequate orientation to night du~. 
7, No orientation to an affiliation before leaving the home school. 
8. Incomplete morning or evening reports. 
9, First introduction to OR was when taking a patient there. 
10. Off duty time not scheduled at least a week ahead . 
11. Time requests se+dom honored. 
12. Too much "split t:iJne. 11 (ex. 11-3 off) 
13. Scheduled for evening duty first day back from affiliation. 
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14. Daily time changed without notice . 
15. Not given time on duty to do daily records. 
16. If clinics Md ward classes are held on off duty time, time is not 
made up . 
17. Head nurse does not have time to do ward teaching. 
18.. "lard classes a.re 11 glorified classroom lectures. tt 
19. W.ard classes do not seem meanin ~ful. 
20. Sometimes feel guilty about l ea.ving assignment nnfinished to get 
to conferences at ·which attendance is required. 
21. Eee.d nurse does not consider my pest experience when making out 
t he assignment . 
22. Daily patient assignment. changed without notice~ 
23. }Jlorni ng assignments not ma.d.e out early enough. 
24. As s ignments seem unfair. 
25. Assignments not clear. 
26. Ka rdex is unavailable in the nanning. 
27 . Cri t icized if I take time to listen to a head nurse and doc tor 
discuss a patient 's condition. 
28. Become discouraged when I know I c rumot possibly complete my 
assignment in the time given. 
29 . Continually interrupted vvhi l e doing my assi gnment. 
30. Repri.T!landed if I take time to t a lk to a patient. 
31 . Doctor tells my patient he may get up but negleets to>~ite the order. 
32. No one seems to car if I'm late getting off duty. 
33~ Don't know to whom to report unfinished work. 
34. Not _;iven time to make rounds 1\1. th the doctors. 
35 ~ Students are not informed of change in hospital policy or 
regulati ons . 
36. Ward library is inadequate • 
37 .. Never given a chance to sit dovm to use the ·ward l ibrary. 
38. Called back on duty for "minor!' reasons. 
39. Medi cine ·cards not up to date. 
40. Medicine cards often inaccurate. 
41. Medication errors not reported because of severity of discipline. 
L~2. Hard to remain loyal when it seems problems could be remedied . 
L~3. Constant rush niakes me nervous. 
hl+• Lack confidence in emergency situations. 
45 . TJ'nable to give satisfc:.ctory nursing care to patients of another 
race • 
. ~6. Pat:i..ent is not considered a person. 
47. Fear I will become 11cold 11 toward my patients. 
48. Unable to handle patients ' medical problems. 
49. Unable to convince a pa,tient who thinks he won •t recover . 
50. Need more background in how to handle the bereaved farnily. 
51. Izy observations are not taken seriously. 
52. Am. afraid t o give sc or im medications. 
53. Blamed f or others' errors or omissions. 
54. Pa.tients do not accept medica tions or treatments. 
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75 . •roo much emphasis put on 11details. 11 (combing pa tient's hair) 
76. Clinical Instructor does not understand our ward problems. 
77 . Clinical Instructor expects unreasonable precision in a procedure ~ 
78. Have been criticized by supervisor in the presence of a patient. 
79 . Supervisor does not seem to enjoy her 1J'rork. 
80. Ver-;1 young graduates do not 11practice what they preach. 11 
81. Grad"!lates' errors are JJcovered up. 11 
82. Gr aduates seem cynical. 
83. Head nurse ·is not always professional. 
84. Feel inferior to graduates. 
85. There seems to be no spirit of teamwork between graduates and 
students . 
86. Head nurses seem to resent the collegiate student. 
87 . Head nurse belittles student questions. 
88. Gr aduate nurses call us by our l ast name omitting the 11Miss. 11 
89 . Head nurses don 't k~ow what to expect of us. 
90. Head nurse seems to resent our going to class. 
91. Head nurse takes little interest in the educa.tion of students. 
92. Supervisor and head nurse disagree on educational principl es in 
our nresence. 
93. Supervisor seems partial to SO!!le students. 
94. Students are not 2.llowed to become friendly with the supervisors. 
95 . Af raid of the Clinical Instructor. 
96 . There is no one to take my problems to. · 
97. Maids and aides overly interested in patient's condition. 
98. Asked to do maid's work if she did an inadequate job rather 
than criticize her. 
99. Doctors ignore students while making ronnds. 
100. Afraid to assist doctors while doing treatments . 
101. Doctor becomes impatient if I am nnfamiliar with a proceduree 
102. Doctors keep patient's chart without using it when I need it. 
103. Doctors resent nurses questioning an order. 
lOh. Doctors insist on leaving telephone orders. 
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105. Semi-private patients influenced unfavorably by their roommate. 
106. Unable to meet the patient's spiritual needs. 
107. Unable to get visitors to leave. 
108. Unable to cope with the family of the dying patient. 
109. Don't lmow how to deal >vi th a patient who has cancer and doesn rt 
lmow it. 
110. Concerned about patient's financial situation. 
111. Patients don't like me. 
112. Get impatient if patient is unable to speak or understand 
English. 
113. Told how to do procedures by the patient. 
llh. Don't know what to do when patient offers a small gift .. (not money) 
115. Difficulty in tolerating a complaining patient. 
116. Unable to be sympathetic toward patient who has no organic 
disease. 
117. Patients call me by my first name. 
118. Patient se ems to feel I am too young to care for him. 
119. Patient lacks confidence in me because I am a stlrlent. 
120. Patient resents rrry attention to othrt patients. 
121. Patient does not like to be practiced on." 
122. Don't know what to say to a patient who inquires about a patient. 
who passed ay,ray. 
123. Three-year students resent collegiate stu::lents .. 
124. Irritated by "short cuts" taken by other students. 
125. Classmates too flippant on duty. 
126. Stu:ients talk about their patients off duty. 
127. Collegiate stu:ients have more privileges than three-year 
stuients. 
128. Too much is expected of me as a collegiate student. 
129. Too much emphasis on seniori~. 
130. Head nurse evaluation seems inadequate. 
131. Seldom time for a two-week conference with the head nurse on rrry 
daily progress. 
132. l\Tot pennitted to see annecdota1 records. 
133. VtJarcl gra.des are based on head nurse's opinion rather than on rrry 
ability .. 
134 . Progress reports seldom contain con s tructive criticism. 
135. Head nUl·se can't substantiate her remarks on my progress report. 
136. Remarks on progress reports could apply to any student. 
137. Seldom have a termine_l conference concerning progress reports. 
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138. Do not see progress reports nntil I ha.ve left that floor. 
139e Head nurse is required to make out a report when I am on the 
unit only a few days to a week. 
1.40. Would rather keep in the "good graces" of the head nurse rather 
than the instructor because she makes out the report. 
Eave you been over the items and put en! in the proper places? 
Do y ou think there is any value in this questionnaire? ~~w? 
Has filling out this questionnaire helped you? 
Please write a short paragraph on the back of this sheet giving your 
honest opinion of this questionnaire. For example: too long, too 
·trordy, No. 157 is a poor ques tion, more emphasis on evaluation, etc,. 
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CLINIC./I_L Pl~BLEM 
CHECK LIS'l' 
This is not a test . There are no right or ·wrong answers. This is 
a list of problems sometimes encountered by student nurses . As you 
recognize an item vrhtch has been of concern to you, please circle the 
number. After you have been through the entire lis t , read over those 
items you have circled and place~! beside those which you consider 
to be the most pressing. 
Example : l a Unabl e to get off duty on time. 
2. Hesitate to meet a new patient. 
Please fill in the following j_nformation .. 
1. School of Nursing 
---------------------------------------------
2. Education or business experience before nursing 
------------------
3. Age at last birthday - --------------------- -------
4. Number of months completed in School of Nursing 
-----------------
5. Date on vmich you fill out this check list 
- ---------------------
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Dear Student: 
This questio1maire is completely anonymous and you will not be 
identified in any way . It is hoped that you 1.'V'ill be absolutesly hmnest; 
this will help us to hel p you. 
Be sure you do the entire questioru1aire including the back of the 
last page . 
Thank you ~~ for your cooperation. 
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1. Had no orientation to a new unit. 
2.. There is seldom time for a tour of a n~N unit . 
3. Not introduced to other personnel on a n6'/>T unit. 
4. Duties of maids and aides not made clear. 
5. Have never been introduced to the hospital administrator. 
6. Inadequate orientation to night duty. 
7. No oria~tation to an affiliation before leaving the home school . 
8. Incomplete morning or evening reports. 
9. First i ntroduction to OR was when taking a patient there. 
10. Off duty time not scheduled at least a week ahead. 
11 . Tj~e requests seldom honored. 
12. Too much "split time." ( ex. 11-3 off) 
13. Scheduled for evening duty first day back from aSfiliation. 
14. Daily ti.me changed without notice. 
1). Not given time on duty to do daily records. 
16. If clinics and ward classes are held on off duty time, time is not 
made up. 
17. Head nurse does not have time to do ward teaching. 
1 8.; Ward classes are "glorified classroom lectures .u 
19. ,.Vard classes stress disease rather t han nursing care. 
20. Ward classes do not seem meaningf'ul . 
21. There is no chance to discuss ward problems during ward classes. 
22 . .A.Jfl made to feel guiJ_ty about leaving assignment unfinished to get 
to conferences at Yvhich attendance is required. 
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23 . Head nurse does not consider my past experience when making out 
the assignment. 
24 . Daily pati ent assignment changed ¥dthout notice. 
25. Morning ass ignments not made out early enough. 
26 . Assignments seem unfair. 
27 . Assignments not clear. 
28. Assignments for students are heavier than graduates who are on for 
the same length of time. 
29. Kardex is unavailable in the morning. 
30. Criticized if I take t ime to listen to a head nurse and doctor 
discuss a patient's condition. 
31. Became discouraged when I know I cannot possibly complete my 
assignment in the time given. 
32. Continually interrupted while doing my assignment. 
33. Reprimanded i f I take time to talk to a patient .. 
34. Doctor tells my patient he may get up but neglects to write the 
oroer. 
35. No one seems to care if I 1m l ate getting off duty. 
36. Don rt knovr to whom to report unfinished work. 
37. Not given time to make rounds v.rith the doctors. 
38. Students are not i nformed o£ change in hospital policy or regulations. 
39. Ward library is inadequate. 
Lo. Never given a chance to sit dovm to us e the ward library. 
41. Called back on duty for 11minor11 reasons. 
42. Medicine cards not up to date. 
Lf3• Medicine cards often inaccurate. 
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44. Medication errors not reported because of severity of discipline. 
45. Many problems could be remedied but aren't. 
46. Constant rush makes me nervous. 
47. Lack of confidence in emergency situations. 
48. Unable to give satisfactory nursing care t o patients of another 
race. 
49. Patient is not considered a person. 
5o . Fear I will become ".cold" toward my patients . 
51. Unable to handle patient's medical questions~ 
52. Unable t o convince a patient who thinks he ·won't recover. 
53 . Doctors do not reinforce patient teaching. 
54. Need more background in how to handle the bereaved family. 
55. ~~ observations are not taken seriously. 
56 . Am afraid to give sc or im medications. 
57. Blamed for others ' err ors or omissions. 
58. Patients do not accept medications or treatment. 
59. Head nurse expects me to do all the charting on my patient 
regardless of whether I have been on duty only a short time. 
60. Graduat es record medicines that I gave. 
61. Unable to organize my work. 
62. Patients who have been 11 specialed11 are too demanding. 
63. Head nurse does not take time to explain nevr nursing procedures. 
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6h. Unable to practice vrhat I consider good nursing care due to 
lack of time~ 
65. Supervisor seldom gives credit for good nursing care. 
66 . Procedures as taught in the classroom seem impractical. 
67. Procedures can not be carried out on the vmrd as th~ are taught . 
68 . Do not know who is supposed to supervise me on a procedure after 
the preclinical period is completed. 
69. Procedures are revised so rapidly that no two classes do things 
alike. 
70. Lack self-confidence in embarrassing situations. 
71. Need more supervision than I aJn able to get . 
72. Diagnostic tests are not explained. 
73 . Uncomfortable when caring for a male patient. 
74 .. Patients do not obey doctors' orders . (smoking) 
75. Doctors do not truce Bedside Notes seriously. 
76. Doctors should take more time in reassuring the apprehensive 
patient. 
77. Doctors discuss the patient ' s condition in front of them. 
78. Doctor's writing is not readable . 
79. Too much emphasis put on "details . 11 ( combing patient •s hair) 
80 . Clinical Instructor does not understand our ward problems. 
81. Clinical Instructor expects unreasonable precision in.-a procedure. 
82. Have been criticized by Clinical Instructor in the presence of a 
patient. 
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83. Clinical Instructor does not seem to enjoy her work. 
84. Very young graduates do not "practice what they preach." 
85. Graduates r errors are "covered up.n 
86. Graduates . seem cynical. 
87. Head nurse is not always professional. 
88. Feel inferior to graduates 
89 . There seems to be no spirit of terun work between graduates and 
students . 
90. Head nurses seem to resent the collegiate student. 
91. Head nurse belittles student questions. 
92 . Graduate nurses dontt know what to expect of us. 
93. Graduate nurses call us by our last name omitting the "1tiss. 11 
94. Head nurse seems to resent our going to class. 
95. Head nurse takes little interest in the education of students. 
96. Clinical Instructor and head nurse disagree on educational 
principles in our presence. 
97. Clinical Instructor seems partial to some students. 
98. Students are not allowed to become fn.endly vrith the supervisors. 
99. Afraid of the Clinical Instructor. 
100. There is no one to take my problems to. 
lOl. Maids and aides overly interested in patient 's condition. 
102. Asked to do maid's work if she did an inadequate job rather than 
criticize her. 
103. Doctors ignore students vvhil e maldng rounds. 
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104. Afraid to assist doctors while doing treatments. 
105. Doctor becomes :L-npa.tient if I am unfamiliar •vi th a procedure. 
106. Doctor doesn't take time to answer patientts questions. 
107. Doctors keep patient's chart without using it when I need it. 
lOB. Doctors do not cooperate in patient teaching. 
109. Doctors resent nurses questioning an order. 
110 .. Doctors insist on leaving telephone orders. 
111. Semi-private patients influenced unfavorably by their roommate. 
112. Unable to meet the patient's spiritual needs. 
113. Unable to get visitors to leave. 
llh. Unable to cope ·with the family of the dying patient. 
115.. Don 1t know hovr to deal with a. patient who has cc;ncer and doesn't 
know it. 
116. Concerned about patient's financial situation. 
117. Patients don't like me. 
11 8. Get impatient if patient is unable to speak or understand "£nglish. 
119. Told how to do procedures by the patient. 
120. Don 1t know what to do when patient offers a small gift. (not money) 
121. Difficulty in tolerating a complaining patient. 
122. Unable to be sympathetic toward patient who has no organic disease. 
123. Patients call m.e by rrry first name,. 
124. Patient seems to feel I am too young to care for him. 
125. Patient l acks confidence in me because I am a student. 
126. Patient resents my attention to other patients. 
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127. Patient does not like to be "practiced on. tr 
128. Don't know what to s~ to a patient Who inquired about a patient 
who passed away. 
129. Three-year students resent collegiate students . 
130. Irritated by "short cuts" taken by other students. 
131. Classmates too flippant on duty. 
132. Students talk about their patients off duty . 
133• Collegiate students have more privileges than three-year students . 
134. Too much is e~ected of me as a collegiate student. 
135. Too muc emphasis on seniority.· 
136. Head nurse evaluation seems inadequate. 
137. Seldom time for a two-week conf erence with the head nurse on my 
daily progress .. 
138. Anecdotal records are not kept by head nurse to support her 
evaluation. 
139. Not permitted to see anecdotal records . 
1~0. ·ward gre~.des are based on head rmrse •s opinion rather than on 
my ability. 
l~l. Corrunents on progress report often ba.sed on one incident .. 
142. Head rmrse can't substantiate her remarks on my progres s report . 
lLa. l'Jo chance to discuss progress reports >nth anyone., 
144. Progress reports seldom contain constructive criticism. 
145. Remarks on progress reports could apply to any student. 
11~ 6. There is no "follow up" on progress reports . 
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' ili 7 • Seldom have a tenninal conference concerning progress reports. 
1L8. Do not see progress reports until I have left that floor . 
lh9 . Head nurse is required to make out a report v;hen I am on the unit 
OI(.lY a fevr days to a week. 
150. Would rather keep in the 11 good graces" of the head nurse rather 
than the instructor because she makes out the report. 
HAVE YOU BEEH OVER THE ITEri15 AiifD PUT AN X IN THE PROPER PLACES? 
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Have you enjoyed filling out this questiom.aire ? 'I·Vhy? 
Do you think there is any value in this questionnaire? Why? 
Please list any further clinical problems which you have encountered that 
are not covered in this questionnaire . 
In your opinion, is there any one basic cause f or the problem you have 
checked. 
Since this i s a probl em check list it has of necessity been based on a 
negati ve interpretation. ,1b.at o you feel are some of the strengths in 
your p~.rt · cu~ar school of nursing. 
To be filled out by the instructor amninistering the Clinic 
Check List . 
Regarding the Ward Teaching program : 
1 . How many hours per week of formal ward teaching 
are offered? 
2. Is att endance r equired? 
3. Is the teaching program carried out by the 
head nurse or the clinical instructor? 
,4. 1Nhat time o.f day are ~Yard Clinics scheduled? 
5. How many hours are the students expected to 
conplete by graduation? 
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6. What type o£' subjects are d..i..scussed in the Ward Clinics? 
7.. Is there a need in y our school for a unit on 
student adj ustment t o the clinical area? 
Regarding the Check List : 
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Pl ease ·write a short pnragraph on the general attitude of the 
students while they are filling out thi s questionnaire .. Please incl ude 
any student com.'ll.ents that might e.ppl y .. 
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